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Eud rOl' the big nyin, boats eame as 

the ADies "paved the world" usherlnglD 
the era orland planes (DC"") transoceanBig Flying Boat Service serviceat the endorwwu. Pan Am wbo 
operated ten or the twelve nylng boats 
built unceremoniously decom't'lssioned 
the aircraft that were later Junked. Began 50 Years Ago Today not one or these legendary air-

remains. 

By A.T. Lloyd 

A revolutionary new aircraft began 
scheduled Atlantic service 50 years ago on 
May 20. 1939. This was the Boeing Model 
314 Clipper. A total of six Model 314 
airplanes were delivered between January 
27 and June 16. 1939. followed by the six 
Model 314As which left the factory be
tween March 20 and July 28. 1941. With a 
maximum gross weight of 82.500 pounds, 
the Clippers were exceeded in size only by 
the then extinct German Domier DO-Xand 
the Russian Tupolev ANT-20 Maksim 
Gorkii. Neither of the latter two aircraft 
were ever placed in regular service. 

Discussions between Boeing's Chief 
Engineer,RJ.Minshull,andPanAmerican 
World Airways Vice President, Franklin 

.t'- Gledhill. in 1935, resulted in the concept of 
a large flying boat which would combine ".,.
long range. comfort and safety. On Febru
ary 26, 1936. Pan American formally re

~ 

1 
quested Boeing to submit a proposal for a 
long-range. four-engined marine aircraft, 
built around engines with a takeoffratingof 
1000-1250 horsepower. Wellwood E. 
Beall conceived the basic design configu

J ration at home. The airplane would contain 
two flight decks, afford spacious passenger 
accommodations. Engineering comJ menced in May 1936 and on July 21 ofthe 
same year, a contract was signed for the 

~ 
first six aircraft. A trust agreement in the 
amount of $3,500,000 was executed on 
Januar 20, . 939 for the funding of six 
Mode. 314 Clippers and three Model 307£.. Stratoliners. The average cost of a Clipper

j was $668,908 while an additional 
$756,450 was required for spare engines 
and parts. 

The original design criteria for the 
Model 314 consisted of four primary re
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ration at home. The airplane would contain 
two flight decks, afford spacious passenger 
accommodations. Engineering com
menced in May 1936 and on July 21 of the 
same year. a contract was signed for the 
fIrst six aircraft. A trust agreement in the 
amount of $3,500.000 was executed on 
Januar . .'.0, :939 for the funding of six 
Mode. 314 Clippers and three Model 307 
Straloliners. The average cost of a Clipper 
was $668.908 while an additional 
$756,450 was required for spare engines 
and parts. 

The original design criteria for the 
Model 314 consisted of four primary re
quirements. The airplane was to: 

• transport 10.000 pounds of payload 
over a distance of 2400 statute miles 
against a 30 mph head wind at a cruising 
speed of 150 mph and an altitude of 10.000 
feel 

• develop an aircraft which could be 
efficiently operated with a minimum of 
crew fatigue and a minimum of mainte
nance. 

• efficiently afford the passengers 
with unprecedented comfort. spaciousness 
and lUXury. 

• develop an aircraft which would be 
as inherently safe as could be possibly 
made with the existing state-of-the-art with 
regard to materials and equipmenl 

After the design concept was estab
lished. a program of model testing was 
developed. For the first time in the history 
of American aeronautics. it was possible to 
have the towing-tank: and wind tunnel tests 
conducted simultaneously in the NACA 
full-scale wind tunnel. 

Power would be provide by four 
newly-developed 14-cylinder double-row 
radial engines mustering 1500 horsepower 
at takeoff. These Wright GR-2600-A2 
engines would be coupled with another 
innovation; the Hamilton Standard hydro
matic full-feathering propeller. 

A fourteen-foot diameter. three
bladed propeller was selected. The maxi
mum fuel capacity of the CUpper was 4300 
gallons and 300 gallons of oil would be 
hiel' 

provided. With the maximum gross weight 
of 82.500 pounds. the superb power pack
age. and large fuel capacity. the payload. 
speed. and range requirements were casily 
mel 

In order to reduce drag. it was decided 
that all surfaces would be cantilevered and 
the exterior would be as clean as possible. 

The wingspan was 152 feet with an 
aspect ratio of8.05. and was tapered in both 
span and thickness so as to reduce weight. 
A symmetrical airfoil was used because it 
offered both aerodynamic and manufactur
ing advantages. 

The hull was designed to maximize 
volume and minimize weight and drag. 
Without much increase in weight, it gave 
additional volume for the passengers and 
crew. The hull bottom was designed with 
an anthwartship main step and a pointed 
rear step which produced less aerodynamic 
drag and gave excellent water running 
characteristics. Depending on the aircraft 
loading and the sea state. the takeoff times 
ranged between 17-58 seconds. 

The Model 314 was equipped with a 
pair of hydrostabilizers; sometimes re
ferred to as sponsons or sea wings. Some 
advantages of the hydrostabilizers were: 
excellent taxiing characteristics and good 
seaworthiness in rough water. While they 
served as excellent loading platforms, and 
provided better fuel storage areas than the 
hull. they added weight and aerodynamic 
drag. 

Frieze balanced· type ailerons were 
operated differentially through a semi-irre
versible gear segment and worm which was 
connected directly to the aileron cable sys
tem. Trim tabs were employed on the in· 
board ailerons only. 

The large elevators were assisted 
through use ofcontrol tabs and spring links. 
Trim tabs were also installed. No aerody
namic balance system was required. The 
elevators were both dynamically mass bal
anced and were statically balanced. A 
single counterweight in the center of the 
hull and a mass balance at the tip of each 
elevator was employed. 

Initially the aircraft were equipped 
with a single vertical fin and rudder. When 
Dutch roll was encountered during flight 
testing. a pair of outboard vertical fins and 
rudders were determined to be required. 
Later testing showed that an additional 
center vertical fm would further enhance 
directional stability. This fmal design reo 
suited in an aircraft which would maintain 
its course for great lengths of time and yet 
have the lightness of control of a pursuit 
plane. 

Approximately 6000 engineering 
drawings. encompassing 390,000 square 
feet of blueprint paper. described the air
crafl Nearly 32,000 parts were held to
gether by 500.000 rivets and 12.000 bolts. 
Much of the non-critical structure was as
sembled by spot welding. 

Throughout construction. accurate 

weight control was maintained. The com· 
pleted aircraft was within 50 pounds. or 
about .01% of the estimated empty weight. 

An on-duty flight crew of six operated 
the airplane. They included: a master or 
watch officer. first pilot, second pilot, nav i· 
gator. radio operator, and flIght engineer. 
The spacious flight deck was 9'6" wide and 
21'4" long, and had an average hcad room 
of 6'1.5". The forward flight deck was 
occupied by the two flight pilots. An aisle 
between the pilots gave access to the bow 
compartment which housed the anchor. A 
spiral staircase behind the second pilot led 
to the passenger cabin. The aft flight deck 
housed the navigator with a large chart 
table. the wateh officer. the flight engineer. 
and the radio operator. Behind the control 
cabin were a pair of mail compartments. 
two baggage compartments, and two cargo 
compartments. 

Up to 74'passengers could be carried 
by day or sleeping provisions for 34-40 
passengers at night were available. 

The Model 314 Clippers were de· 
signed with maintenance in mind. The 
hydrostabilizers afforded easy access to the 
cabin. The nacelles featured fold-down 
panels which served as work stands. In
flight access to the engine accessories was 
a boon to the flight engineer who could 
perform certain maintenance taslcs while 
airborne. 

The Clippers were designed with 
Continued on PaRe 18 
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Continued from Page 16 

numerous safety features, including: 


• Conservative structure (detail de
sign) 

• Trouble-free mechanical accesso
ries 

• Simple and sturdy installations for: 
fuel, oil, hydraulic, vacuum, and electrical 
systems 

• Maximum accessibility for mainte
nance 

• Amenities to reduce crew fatigue 
through division oflaborand system design 

• Extensive fIreproofing 
The fIrst Clipper hun was backed out 

of the factory on its beaching gear so that 
the outer wing panels could be installed. 
The bow remained in the factory for fInal 
work. on the cockpit On May 31, 1938, the 
fIrst Clipper was launched into the Duwa
mish Waterway and was towed toward the 
openwaterofElliottBay.Forthenextweek 
the aircraft underwent preliminary surface 
maneuvers and tests. 

Under the command of Booing's vet
eran test pilot. Edmund T. Eddie Allen, 
power was applied at 6: 17 p.m. on June 7, 
1938 and the Oipper lifted off of Puget 
Sound Thirty-eight minutes later, the air
craft landed in Lake Washington and taxied 
to the Booing Flying Boat Test Base at 
Matthews Beach. north ofSand Point Pan 
American used this base to support their 
other flying boats used for service to 
Alaska. 

On September 10, 1938, the aircraft 
was loaded with ballast in the form ofwater 
and lead shot. The Clipper took off at a 
gross weightof77 ,SOOpounds, breaking all 
previous American records. Later that day, 
the aircraft was loaded to 79,000 pounds .. and again set a record. 
PagelS 

As big as a BoeiD1707 and for most of its usefwlife these bil BoeiDl B-314 Oyinl boats were in use as carlO aircr( 
tbe outbreak ofWorld War U the big Boeiogs were the ooly U.S. airerat't capable of heavy lilt across the oceans. Jq 

Pan American World Airways began began their twice-weekly flights. The one- Singapore began on May 2, .(:ru! 
revenueoperationsacrosstheAtlanticwith way airfare was $675. Manhasset Bay at airfarewas$8250ne-waYOr~:;n JO 
the Clippers on May 20, 1939. Mail was Port Washington, Long Island. was em- trip. 1:)'( U;)W 
carried on this flight. The fIrst passenger ployed as their seaplane base in New York. Between Deceln\i'~~U! :~[ 
service with the Clippers was flown on Treasure Island, San Francisco, Cali- ber 31, 1944, P~o l~;)WdO If no.np 
June 28. Such Transatlantic air service was fornia. became Pan Am's west coast sea- record num~s •AlUO n I;)AOI>;)(fl 

only four years old when the Clippers plane base. Scheduled Clipper service to with their ,raJeJ w·o.~ !nUOd ;)(fl
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